The lackadaisical quantum walk is a quantum analogue of the lazy random walk. By adding a self-loop of weight ℓ = 4 N to each vertex on a √ N × √ N torus, it is conjectured in [Wong, Quantum Inf. Process. 17:68 (2018)] that lackadaisical quantum walks search the torus for a unique marked vertex in O( √ N log N ) steps with constant success probability. We prove this conjecture. In our proofs, we establish and use a relationship between the lackadaisical quantum walk and the quantum interpolated walk. * hoyer@ucalgary.ca † zhan.yu1@ucalgary.ca
Introduction
Searching is one of the most important tasks in computer science, and searching algorithms have been well studied from both classical and quantum aspects. One of the most famous quantum algorithms, Grover's search algorithm [11] , can search an N-item unstructured database in O( √ N ) steps, which is quadratically faster than classical searching. The method used in Grover's algorithm is generalized as amplitude amplification in [8] .
Searching structured databases can be modeled by spatial search problems on undirected graphs, where the vertices on the graph represent the search space. A subset of the vertices are marked, and the goal is to find one of the marked vertices. One classical strategy is using random walks to traverse the graph along its edges until a marked vertex is reached. The expected number of steps HT required to reach a marked vertex by a random walk is called the hitting time. Quantum walks, which are quantum counterparts of random walks, are used to develop quantum algorithms for spatial search problems. Other than being applied in spatial searching problems, quantum walks have been widely used in designing quantum algorithms for many other practical problems, such as element distinctness [1] , verification of matrix products [9] , triangle finding [15] and formula evaluation [3] .
Quantum walks have been studied on many types of graphs, particularly on two-dimensional tori. Ambainis et al. [5] gave a discrete-time quantum walk that searches a √ N × √ N torus for a unique marked vertex in O( √ N log N) steps with constant success probability, yielding a near-quadratic speedup over a random walk whose hitting time is HT = Θ(N log N).
Tulsi [19] introduced a faster quantum walk algorithm that uses O( √ N log N) steps to find a unique marked vertex by attaching an ancilla qubit to control the quantum walk. Ambainis et al. [2] showed the discrete-time quantum walk in [5] can achieve the same speedup by analyzing the probability of being within a neighborhood close to the marked vertex. Wong [20] modified the discrete-time quantum walk by adding a self-loop of weight 4 N to every vertex on the torus and called the resulting algorithms lackadaisical quantum walks. The numerical results in [20] show that lackadaisical quantum walks find a unique marked vertex in O( √ N log N) steps with a constant success probability close to 1. No analytical proofs of the complexity and success probability are given in [20] and the result is stated as a conjecture.
For general cases, Szegedy introduced a generic method to construct a quantum walk from a symmetric classical random walk [18] . The quantum walk uses O( √ HT) steps, which yields a quadratic speedup over the classical random walk. Szegedy's algorithm does not necessarily find a marked vertex, but it can detect the presence of a marked vertex.
Magniez et al. [13] extended Szegedy's work and gave a quantum algorithm that finds a unique marked vertex in O( √ HT) steps for any state-transitive random walk. Magniez et al. [14] introduced a quantum algorithm that both detects and finds a marked element for the larger class of reversible random walks. Their algorithm works for any number of marked vertices, but only achieves a quadratic speedup in certain cases.
Krovi et al. [12] next proposed a quantum algorithm based on the novel idea of interpolated walks. Quantum interpolated walks find a marked vertex in O( √ HT + ) steps for any reversible random walk, where HT + is the extended hitting time of the random walk. When there is a unique marked vertex, then HT + = HT and this quantum algorithm achieves a quadratic speedup compared to the classical walk. When there are multiple marked vertices, HT + may be asymptotically larger than HT [6] . Dohotaru and Høyer [10] achieved the same result by introducing a different framework called controlled quantum walks. Combining interpolated walks with the quantum fast-forwarding technique by Apers and Sarlette [7] , Ambainis et al. [4] gave a quantum walk algorithm that finds a marked vertex in O( √ HT) steps on any graph, for any number and any arrangement of marked vertices.
In this paper, we give analytical proofs of the complexity and success probability of lackadaisical quantum walks on the torus. We prove that on a √ N × √ N torus with a unique marked vertex, the lackadaisical quantum walk with self-loops of weight 4 N can be approximated by a quantum interpolated walk with interpolation parameter s = 1 − 1 N . In Section 2, we give the definitions of lackadaisical quantum walks and quantum interpolated walks, as well as the definition of the quantum hitting time. Our main results are stated as Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 in Section 3. Theorem 1 states that the quantum hitting time of lackadaisical quantum walk and quantum interpolated walk are of the same order. Theorem 2 states that the distance between the two resulting states of the lackadaisical quantum walk and the quantum interpolated walk, respectively, remains negligible for any number of steps that is in the order of the quantum hitting time.
In Section 5, we prove Theorem 1 by introducing a variant of lackadaisical quantum walks as an intermediate walk operator and then giving an exact relationship between the quantum hitting times of all three quantum walk operators. In Section 6, we construct and use isometries to analyze the ℓ 2 -norm distance between the resulting states after any number of steps. Applying triangle inequalities, we prove Theorem 2. We complete our proof of Wong's conjecture by combining the two main Theorems with the analysis of quantum interpolated walks in [12] and the analysis of controlled quantum walks in [10] .
In a forthcoming paper, Rhodes and Wong [17] extend the findings in [20] and [16] , and they demonstrate using numerical results that lackadaisical quantum walks can find a unique marked vertex on other classes of vertex-transitive graphs as well. The analytical proof of the complexity and success probability of lackadaisical quantum walks we provide in this paper can be extended similarly. It e.g. applies virtually unchanged to the hypercube and other classes of vertex-transitive graphs. The full statements of our theorems and analysis will be included in a revised version of this paper.
Two Quantum Walks
The graph that we apply the quantum walk on, is a √ N × √ N torus with a unique marked vertex. Let H N be the Hilbert space spanned by the vertices of the graph. To each vertex we associate a coin register in the Hilbert space H c = |↑ , |↓ , |→ , |← . The quantum walk takes place in the Hilbert space H N ⊗ H c .
Definition 1 (Lackadaisical quantum walks [20] ). Given a √ N × √ N torus with a unique marked vertex m, by adding self-loops of weight ℓ on every vertex, the coin Hilbert space becomes H c = |↑ , |↓ , |→ , |← , | . The lackadaisical quantum walk is defined as
Here W is the quantum walk operator (without searching) defined as
is the diffusion coin for a weighted graph and S ff is the flip-flop shift operator [5] . To search for a unique marked vertex, a query to the oracle is defined as
where |m denotes the unique marked vertex. The lackadaisical quantum walk A lazy begins in the state
which is a uniform superposition over all unmarked vertices.
Given a √ N × √ N torus with a unique marked vertex m, we define a random walk P, where P xy is the transition probability from vertex x to vertex y 1 . If vertices x and y are neighbors on the torus then P xy = P yx = 1 4 , otherwise P xy = P yx = 0. The stationary distribution of P is denoted by π. The absorbing walk P ′ is obtained from P by replacing all outgoing transitions from the marked vertex with self-loops, that is P ′ xy = P ′ xy for all x = m, P ′ my = 1 for y = m and P ′ my = 0 for y = m [12] . Given 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, the interpolated walk P(s) is defined as
Definition 2 (Quantum interpolated walks [12] ). Using Szegedy's correspondence [18] on the interpolated walk P(s), we construct the quantum interpolated walk
is a superposition over the neighbors of x. The operator SWAP swaps the two registers. The initial state for the interpolated quantum walk W(P(s)) is
Definition 3 (The cotangent quantum hitting time [10] ). The cotangent quantum hitting time of a quantum walk U on a state |w is
where |φ ± k are the eigenvectors of U corresponding to the eigenvalues φ ± k = e ±iθ k .
Main Theorems
We prove that the lackadaisical quantum walk A lazy searches the torus for a unique marked vertex in O( √ N log N) steps with constant success probability. Theorem 1 shows that the quantum hitting time of lackadaisical quantum walks is of the same order as the quantum hitting time of quantum interpolated walks. Theorem 2 shows that the ℓ 2 -norm distance between the resulting states of A lazy and W(P(s)) is close for any number of steps in the order of the quantum hitting time. 
and
Our main results show that the lackadaisical quantum walk A lazy is closely related to the quantum interpolated walk W(P(s)). This relationship permits us to analyze the quantum hitting time and behavior of the lackadaisical quantum walk A lazy using known results about quantum interpolated walks. It is shown in [12] that W(P(s)) finds a unique marked element in O(QHT cot (W(P(s)), |init ip )) steps with constant success probability, where we use the tight bounds on the cotangent quantum hitting time given in Appendix A in [10] . This proves the conjecture in [20] on the complexity and success probability of lackadaisical quantum walks.
We prove Theorem 1 in Sec. 5 and Theorem 2 in Sec. 6. Throughout the remaining sections, we fix ℓ = 4 N for the lackadaisical quantum walk and s = 1 − ℓ 4 for the quantum interpolated walk.
Preliminaries
Consider the √ N × √ N torus with a unique marked vertex m. Define the lazy random walk
obtained by adding a self-loop of weight ℓ to every vertex. The interpolation of a lazy random walk is then denoted
where P ′ = ( P) ′ is the absorbing walk derived from the lazy random walk P. We apply Szegedy's correspondence on P(s) and P(s). For convenience, we only show the details on constructing W(P(s)). Applying Szegedy's correspondence on P(s) is similar, except we use ' ' when referring to P(s). The discriminant [18] of the interpolated walk P(s) is
where the Hadamard product "•" and the square root are taken entry-wise, and the T denotes matrix transposition. We denote the corresponding eigenvalues of D(P(s)) by λ k , where k = 1, . . . , n. Let −π/2 ≤ θ k ≤ π/2 be angles so that λ k = cos θ k . The interpolated hitting time [12] of an interpolated walk P(s) is
where |λ k are the corresponding eigenvectors andπ is the uniform distribution over all unmarked vertices.
To analyze the quantum analogue W(P(s)) of the interpolated walk P(s), define the isometry
The quantum walk W(P(s)) has a unique eigenvector |φ n = T(s)|λ n with eigenvalue φ n = 1. The remaining 2(n − 1) eigenvalues and eigenvectors are
for k = 1, . . . , n − 1. The phases of the eigenvectors can be chosen so that they satisfy that
We decompose √π into the basis of D(P(s)) for scalars α k ,
and write the initial state as
Applying the quantum walk W(P(s)) for t times on |init ip , yields the state W(P(s)) t |init ip = α n |φ n + 1 √ 2
5 Proof of Theorem 1
To prove Theorem 1, we use a variant of lackadaisical quantum walk as an intermediate quantum walk operator. The lackadaisical quantum walk A lazy in Definition 1 uses a query to the oracle G. We define a query to a different oracle as
where | = 1 2 (|↑ + |↓ + |→ + |← ).
Using the query G, we define the following variant of lackadaisical quantum walks,
Lemma 1. For all t ≥ 0, A t lazy |init lazy = A t lazy |init lazy .
Proof. The difference between A lazy and A lazy is that A lazy uses a query to the oracle G in Eq. 2 and A lazy uses a different query operator G given by Eq. 8. The initial state |init lazy is the uniform superposition over all unmarked vertices, so the amplitudes are rotationally symmetric about the marked vertex m and reflectively symmetric about the row and the column that contain the marked vertex m. For states with rotational and reflective symmetry, G flips the sign at the marked vertex, which acts the same as G. The operators W and G preserve the rotational and reflective symmetries, thus A t lazy and A t lazy act identically on |init lazy for all t ≥ 0.
Consider the two quantum walks A lazy and W( P(s)). The search space of A lazy is the Hilbert space H N ⊗ H c . The search space of W( P(s)) is the Hilbert space H N ⊗ H N . By Szegedy's correspondence, the quantum interpolated walk W( P(s)) takes place within a smaller subspace C 5N of the full Hilbert space H N ⊗ H N . We identify the subspace C 5N with H N ⊗ H c by defining an isometry E : C 5N → H N ⊗ H c as follows.
For every vertex (i, j) on the √ N × √ N torus, define E :
Here 0 ≤ i, j < √ N. Addition and subtraction are taken modulo √ N .
Lemma 2.
A lazy = E · W( P(s)) · E † .
Proof. The quantum circuit of the quantum walk A lazy = W · G is given in Figure 1 . | be the state that is orthogonal to the coin state |c in this two-dimensional subspace. In Figure 1 , we apply three reflections on the coin register if the vertex x is marked, and we apply a single reflection if the vertex is unmarked. In either case, we apply an odd number of reflections on the coin register. We can therefore rewrite the circuit in Figure 1 as the equivalently acting circuit given in Figure 2 . Here u denotes any unmarked vertex, and m denotes the unique marked vertex. Applying the isometry E yields that
The flip-flop shift operator S ff [5] is defined as
which equals the SWAP operator under the isometry,
Eqs. 9 and 10 permit us to write the coined quantum walk circuit in Figure 2 as a circuit of the interpolated quantum walk E · W( P(s)) · E † , as in Figure 3 . We remark that the value of ℓ used in [20] is ℓ = 4 N . In this work, we pick the value of s to be s = 1 − 4 ℓ = 1 − 1 N so that the correspondence in Lemma 2 is exact. The value of s used in [12] , and in the simulation in Section 7 in [10] , is 1 − 1 N −1 , and thus smaller than our choice of s by an additive term of order 1 N 2 . By Eqs. (192) and (21) in [12] , this in turn implies that the HT ip (P(s)) used in our paper, is a factor of order 1 N larger than the HT ip (P(s)) used in [12] . This negligible factor does not change the results stated in this paper.
By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we have that QHT cot (A lazy , |init lazy ) = QHT cot ( A lazy , |init lazy ) = QHT cot (W( P(s)), |init ip ). We next show the exact relationship between QHT cot (W( P(s)), |init ip ) and QHT cot (W(P(s)), |init ip ). 
Proof. By definitions of P(s) and P(s), given by Eqs. 3 and 4, respectively,
Hence P(s) and P(s) have the same eigenvectors | λ k = |λ k and corresponding eigenvalues
Then by the definition of the interpolated hitting time in Eq. 5,
HT ip ( P(s)) = N + 1 N · HT ip (P(s)).
Given an interpolated walk P(s) and its Szegedy's correspondence W(P(s)), we have
by direct calculation using Definition 3 and Eq. 5. Here p M is the probability to draw a marked vertex from the stationary distribution π. On the √ N × √ N torus with a unique marked vertex, p M = 1 N . Lemma 3 follows by plugging Eq. 13 into Eq. 12 on both sides. Theorem 1 follows by Lemmas 1, 2 and 3. The fact QHT cot (W(P(s)), |init ip ) = O( √ N log N ) follows from [12] and [10] . We define an isometry
where |x, P(s) ⊥ x is orthogonal to |x, P(s) x in the subspace spanned by {|x, P(s) x , |P(s) x , x } and |x, P(s) ⊥
x is orthogonal to |x, P(s) x in the subspace spanned by {|x, P(s) x , | P(s) x , x }. The isometry R 1 satisfies that
By Eq. 7, applying R 1 on the state W(P(s)) t |init ip changes from the eigenspace of W(P(s)) to the eigenspace of W( P(s)),
In the proof of Lemma 4 below, we require a second isometry, which is also a projection,
Applying R 2 on W(P(s)) t |init ip does not change the state itself, R 2 · W(P(s)) t |init ip = W(P(s)) t |init ip .
Note that since the states |P(s) x and | P(s) x are close for all vertices x, the ℓ 2 -norm distance between R 1 and R 2 are small, which is O 1 √ N by direct calculation. Lemma 4. For all t ≥ 0,
Proof.
Next consider the following ℓ 2 -norm distance R 1 · W(P(s)) t · |init ip − W( P(s)) t · |init lazy 2
We separate the sum into two parts, the first part for 0 < θ k ≤ π 2 corresponding to 0 ≤ λ k < 1, and the second part for π 2 < θ k ≤ π corresponding to −1 ≤ λ k < 0. We give an upper bound on the ℓ 2 -norm for each of these two parts in Facts 1 and 3, respectively. Fact 1. For 0 < θ k ≤ π 2 and all t ≥ 0,
The following fact shows that the sum of scalars α 2 k for π 2 < θ k ≤ π is upper bounded by 1 N −1 , which will be used in the proof of Fact 3.
Proof. First we calculate
By Eq. 6, we have √π † · D(P(s)) · √π = n k=1 λ k α 2 k . Using that n k=1 α 2 k = 1, we infer that
Since −1 ≤ λ k ≤ 1 for all k, we have 0≤θ k ≤ π
2
(1 − λ k )α 2 k ≥ 0. For π 2 < θ k ≤ π, i.e. λ k < 0, we conclude that π 2 <θ k ≤π Proof. We use the triangle inequality and, in the last inequality, Fact 2, 
Lemma 5. For all t ≥ 0, R 1 · W(P(s)) t · |init ip − W( P(s)) t · |init lazy 2 ∈ O t N + O 1 √ N .
Proof. Apply the triangle inequality on Facts 1 and 3.
Theorem 2 follows by Lemma 2 and then applying the triangle inequality on Lemmas 4 and 5.
Conclusion
On a √ N × √ N torus with a unique marked vertex, it is conjectured in [20] that lackadaisical quantum walks can find the marked vertex in O( √ N log N) steps with constant success probability. The complexity and success probability of lackadaisical quantum walks, shown by numerical simulations in [20] , is of the same order as those of the best known quantum algorithms for this search problem.
In this paper, we establish a relationship between lackadaisical quantum walks and quantum interpolated walks. Using this relationship, we give an analytical proof of the complexity and success probability of lackadaisical quantum walks on the torus.
